
Art and Design at Princess Frederica 
 

Overview 

Art in our school makes a major contribution to the emotional and creative development of our pupils. We aim 
to encourage children to question, reflect and become inspired through studying the works of artists, craft 
workers and designers from a range of cultures and contexts, time and places. 
 
For each year group there is a detailed outline of the topics covered as they relate to the art and design 
National Curriculum. In each year, pupils study three units of art: drawing or painting; printing or collage and 
textiles or 3D sculpture. 
 
The Art and Design curriculum has been developed to stimulate creativity and imagination and enable all 
pupils to develop skills in using a wide range of media and techniques. Each art topic covers the requirements 
of the National Curriculum yet also links in with the overall topic being studied. 

 

Vision 

● Explore and record ideas for creating their own 2D and 3D work. 

● Develop skills and confidence in drawing, painting, 3D work and other art, craft and design 

techniques. 

● Evaluate and analyse creative works using artistic terms. 

● Know about great artists, craft makers and designers from different times and cultures 

 

Intent 
By the end of Year 1, children should be able to, 

● Understand a self-portrait is a portrait of themselves in a painting (Portraits) 

● Hold a paintbrush effectively (Portraits) 

● Produce lines with natural material in the natural environment showing awareness of pattern, colour 

and shape (Sculpture) 

● Respond to a story by manipulating clay to produce different forms and make changes in their 

developing work (Sculpture) 

● Use clay to produce a tile with an impressed pattern (Sculpture) 

● Print with a variety of objects using a printing pad (Printing) 

● Explore and use different tools and surfaces for printing (Printing) 

● Make and use stencils to produce negative prints (Printing) 

● Use the techniques of dabbing and stroking to produce negative prints in primary colours (Printing) 

 
By the end of Year 2, children should be able to,  

● Name the 3 primary colours (Painting) 

● Know what primary colours to mix to make secondary colours (Painting) 

● Use shape and colour to create abstract art (Painting) 

● Investigate dip dye materials and processes (Textiles) 

● Know about the history of aboriginal art and dot painting (Textiles) 

● Cut, tear and arrange primary and their complementary coloured papers (Collage) 

● Investigate and develop responses to the work of artist Bridget Riley (Collage) 

● Develop cutting and sticking skills (Collage) 

 
By the end of Year 3, children should be able to,  

● Use a roller in different ways to make a variety of marks (Printing) 

● Create a design based on mono-printing (Printing) 



● Investigate different marks that can be made using pencils (Drawing) 

● Explore shading techniques and talk about and investigate light/medium/dark tone (Drawing) 

● Work from the imagination and explore ideas using a story as a starting point (Drawing) 

● Can I use brown, gummed tape to produce a 3D form (3-D Sculpture) 

● Can I develop a design in response to the work of a famous artist and comment on their own work 

and that of others (3-D Sculpture) 

 
By the end of Year 4, children should be able to,  

● Use a fine brush to apply a line of chosen colour (Painting) 

● Use water only to move the colour across the surface and produce a faded edge to the line (Painting) 

● Use watercolours (Painting) 

● Mix colours with water and white to make different tones of colour (Painting) 

● Use wash technique of wet on wet (Painting) 

● Use photographic images as a starting point for artwork (Collage) 

● Develop and apply knowledge of the portrait work of Francis Bacon (Collage) 

● To use collage to produce an individual response within a multiple image (Collage) 

● Use objects from everyday life as a starting point for own work (Collage) 

● To use a variety of folds to produce dip dyed pieces (Textiles)  

● To use resist methods on dip dyed fabric (Textiles) 

● Understand the work of Michael Brennand-Wood (Textiles) 

● Develop knotting, threading and binding (Textiles) 

 
By the end of Year 5, children should be able to,  

● To produce sculptural stick forms in response to the work of Alberto Giacometti (3-D Sculpture) 

● To use mod-roc as a sculptural material (3-D Sculpture) 

● Produce three colour reduction prints using press-print (Printing) 

● Discuss own and others work and suggest improvements and developments that could be made 

(Printing) 

● Look at and discuss the work of printmakers e.g. Dale Devereux-Barker. John Brunsdon, Belinda King 

(Printing) 

● Produce observational drawings and select and use a range of media (Drawing) 

● Use imagination and experience to construct and draw the unknown (Drawing) 

● Experiment with the use of rubbers to draw in the negative (Drawing) 

● Use positive and negative drawing techniques in response to the work of Frank Auerbach (Drawing) 

 
By the end of Year 6, children should be able to,  

● Use natural landscapes at starting point to create own abstract painting (Painting) 

● Use of small brushstrokes to excite the surface within large painted shapes (Painting) 

● Focus on line and contour in recording from direct observation (Painting) 

● Work collaboratively on a large scale to produce a group piece (Painting) 

● Develop the use of simple geometric shapes and pattern in response to the work of Gustav Klimt 

(Collage) 

● Use a sketchbook to select and record aspects of Klimt’s images (Collage) 

● Combine visual and tactile qualities of materials and match these to the purpose of their work 

(Collage) 

● Collect and select visual information and develop ideas (Textiles) 

● Develop design for a relief print (Textiles) 

● Use relief printed textile processes to communicate their ideas and observations (Textiles) 



● Develop and apply batik designs (Textiles) 

 

Implementation 
● Weekly art and design or DT (Design Technology) lessons. 

● Art week once a year. 

● Homework projects sometimes require the application of creative skills 

● Christmas cards are made by all children in the school and are sent off for printing so that 

parents/carers can buy sets. 

● Field work in the local area and wider areas of London such as the River Thames 

 

Impact 
● Pupils have learnt drawing and shading techniques. 

● Pupils have experimented with mixing colours and using different brushstrokes. 

● Pupils have used a range of different printmaking processes. 

● Pupil’s will have experimented with a range of tools, materials and techniques to create 3D art . 

● Pupil’s have a knowledge of, and appreciation for, the work of a wide range of artists, sculptures and 

printmakers. 

● Pupils regularly reflect upon their own work, and use comparisons with the work of others (pupils and 

artists) to identify how to improve.   

 

Assessment 
Children broadly move through the curriculum at the same pace. In lessons, there is an expectation that the 
teacher focuses on the bottom 20% of the class ensuring they are supported with in the moment and over the 
shoulder feedback to support them with succeeding. At the end of the unit, progress is measured against the 
assessment question and against the unit targets which link to the expectations for what children will be able 
to do by the end of the year. Any children who have not succeeded in achieving the unit targets, this is 
indicated by the teacher on their assessment overviews.    

 

Supporting all learners 
Children are supported through differentiation where this is needed. SEND Pupils are supported by additional 
scaffolding in the lesson. This might be through personalised templates for written work, word mats, visuals, 
overlays or personalised visuals such as focus slides. More able children are encouraged to apply their 
knowledge with less confident children so they are using and applying. There is also an expectation that SEND 
children will succeed against targets outlined in bold on the end of year expectations for what a child has 
achieved. These act as an overriding focus through the unit for SEND children (This is a minimum expectation 
and any SEND children who show confidence and success in a particular area will be challenged with our 
areas).   

 

Art Week 

Pupils at Princess Frederica participate and celebrate different types of art and media in a vibrant and creative 
week known as 'Art Week'. Each art week has a unique theme and pupils are given an art project to study and 
create end products which are then presented in an exhibition at the end of the week. Parents and carers are 
also invited to view and appreciate the pieces of art created. 

 

 


